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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the environment configuration for the development of an embedded gadget system and the architecture and operation of Linux kernel for embedded system applications, which is used for a gadget. It shows and analyzes the operations of Linux kernel to investigate the functions and components for new intelligent embedded gadget systems. The requested functions and operations adaptable for the new intelligent embedded system will be applicable to develop a new small size operating system that supports intelligent operations for the embedded gadget system used for intelligent personal information services. We configure the environment of development for an embedded gadget system and its application.
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I. Introduction

In recent years, computers and computing devices are miniaturizing by the contribution of smart processors, sensors, and WiFi devices. Those recent device technologies can realize a networking environment for the era of post-PC which is represented by small device and mobile service. In such computing technology environment, the necessity of an
intelligent gadget device for a personalized information service grows to support ubiquitous computing environment in daily objects and daily human life. Therefore, most users want to have personalized intelligent services from their tangible daily objects. The intelligent environment will be designed for more personalized information service implemented in every daily gadget object [1]-[6].

For the intelligent environment in daily life, the daily gadget object that we use in everywhere should have more light-weight system software. With the minimum system specification, the more intelligent and personalized information service needs a lightly configured operating system. So, we need to study the lightly configured operating system for the smart and personalized information service using daily gadget objects.

In this research, we survey the architecture and operation of the real time Linux kernel, for embedded system applications, which is used for an embedded gadget system. We show and analyze the operations of the Linux kernel to investigate the functions and components for new light-weighted intelligent operating systems [7]-[13]. The light-weighted OS kernel and intelligent gadget system developed in this research is implemented and tested for a new prototype gadget device which supports intelligent personal information services. In this paper, we illustrate the environment configuration for the development of an embedded gadget system and its applications. The developed gadget system uses TI DaVinci processor in which ARM926EJ-S and TMS320 DSP cores are integrated [14]-[16].

II. OS KERNEL FOR EMBEDDED SYSTEM

Technology enhancement using computer was concentrated on host computing by Unix and host programs in 1970's. In 1990's, these technologies had been developed for a centralized server for client-server technology to provide solutions for requests. Recently, the World Wide Web technology has greatly enhanced these client-server technologies. But these technologies are developed by the base of the host computer. These technologies based on host computing have been developed as network computing. In the environment of network computing, there is a need for post-PC intelligent embedded system which provides information service for personal request. Therefore, the development of a smart light-weighted operating system is needed for the intelligent embedded gadget system which provides information service for each individual person.

The kernel of operating system for an embedded system is a main part for developing the intelligent gadget system. It is classified by micro kernel and monolithic kernel. The micro kernel has only minimal functionality like QNX, and MACH operating systems. It minimizes the functions of kernel, and supports simple scheduler and inter-process communication. The monolithic kernel has most services for the kernel functions of operating system. It controls every running program, and manages files and data. Linux and Unix operating systems correspond to the latter case. Linux operating system includes the most functions for operating system. Fig. 1 shows the structure of the Linux system.

Linux system consists of kernel and process modes. The CPU operation mode for running the kernel is called kernel mode and the operation mode for running processes is called user mode. Processes for data exchange operation between process and I/O device, and for operations followed by functions in kernel have to be executed in kernel mode. So, the operating system has to be managed by switching the modes between kernel mode and user mode.

그림 1. 리눅스 커널 구조.
Fig. 1 Structure of Linux kernel.

Linux has the process scheduler module which is one of the important functions in the kernel. It schedules each process using a method of round-robin, etc. It supports inter-process data exchange with the inter-process
communication module. It provides huge data storage and recovery functions by using the virtual file system module. It supports available memory allocation and data loading functions for each process by using the memory management module. It supports also network functions like Ethernet with the network interface module.

III. ANALYSIS OF LINUX KERNEL

Linux is representative monolithic operating system kernel. The kernel source includes most services that an operating system needs. Fig. 2 shows the directory structure of Linux kernel.

The ‘Documentation’ directory includes various text files for kernel documents. The ‘kernel’ directory has main functions for the kernel. It includes signal processing routine, time management routine, and system calls which treat processes like fork() and exit() as well as hardware independent scheduler. The ‘ipc’ directory provides semaphore for inter-process communication, message queue, and shared memory functions. The ‘lib’ directory has library functions for kernel, which is implemented in C language. Libraries for application programs are implemented in separate files for each application. Linux provides the special characteristic function of module loading. The object files for kernel modules are managed in the ‘modules’ directory. The ‘scripts’ directory includes various script files for building the kernel.

The ‘arch’ directory has sub-directories for each CPU. Each sub-directory has source files for handling each different target CPU. When developing a kernel for a specific CPU, it needs to modify the source files in this directory. The ‘arch/processor-name/kernel’ directory includes trap processing, interrupt processing, context switching, device configuration, and initialization routines. The ‘arch/processor-name/mm’ directory includes processor dependent routines for the handling routines of memory management. The ‘arch/processor-name/tools’ directory generates constants for the kernel. The ‘arch/processor-name/mach-board-name’ directory includes source files for a specific SoC and a target board. It supports memory map configuration for the target board, interrupt controller management for the target SoC, interrupt handling routine, USB device driver, LED controller, PCI interface driver, etc. The ‘arch/processor-name/boot’ directory has bootstrapping source files before running kernel. It is used for the location of a kernel binary image file after the recompilation of the kernel source.

The ‘fs’ directory has the source files for a virtual file system and file systems supported by Linux. System call handling routines for the virtual file system are implemented in this directory. It has also special file system directories for ext2, ext3, ramfs, jffs2, nfs, msdos, etc. The directory, ‘mm’ has source files for the virtual memory management which is independent of hardware, like paging and swapping. The ‘init’ is a directory which has hardware independent kernel initialization routine. It has ‘main.c’ file where the start_kernel() function is implemented.

There is the directory, ‘include’ which has header files for the kernel. The header information provides hardware independent files for the general use of Linux, and specific header files for the specific SoC and the specific target board. The hardware independent header files are stored in the directories, ‘include/linux’ and ‘include/net’, and the hardware dependent header files are stored in the directory, ‘include/asm-target-processor-name’. It is used for rebuilding the kernel as the name of ‘include/asm’. It is used by the symbolic link name of ‘include/asm’ when the kernel is built. Also, this directory provides header files which are
used for the specific SoC and the target development board.

Lastly, there is the 'drivers' directory which has source files for the most input and output device driver programs. Linux device drivers have been implemented in separate sub-directories for character, block, network interface, sound, and video drivers. So, the development of device drivers is performed in the sub-directories of the 'drivers' directory. The 'drivers/char' directory has many character device driver source files for keyboard, mouse, etc. The 'drivers/block' directory has block device drivers. The block devices are large size data communication devices like a hard disk and a CD-ROM. The 'drivers/net' directory has device driver programs for networking devices with other host computers like Ethernet, wireless LAN, etc. The 'drivers/pci' directory provides the PCI bus control driver program. The 'drivers/usb' directory has driver programs for the USB bus controller, and there are 'driver/sound' directory for audio sound interface driver program, 'drivers/video' directory for frame buffer driver program, and 'drivers/serial' directory for the serial UART driver program.

IV. ENVIRONMENT CONFIGURATION

We configure an efficient environment for the development of an embedded gadget system. We illustrate the configuration of the development environment in Fig. 3. First of all, a main host computer is connected to the general purpose test board which has embedded the target CPU. OS platform for the development host is previously installed in the host computer. As an OS platform, we have selected Linux that has the greatest potential for the development of various embedded gadget systems.

The main host computer manipulates the general purpose test board as a root user via serial terminal connected with COM port by using the cross-compiling tool chain. The general purpose test bed can operates with the recompiled kernel as a stand alone embedded computer. It communicates with the main host computer through the wired network file system. The development of various functions for kernel and application software which can be useful in the gadget system can be performed in the main host computer and it can be tested on the general purpose test bed. Source program coding, cross-compiling and downloading of binary file are performed as a non-root user on the host computer, and the operation test of the developed binary files is performed as root user on the general purpose test bed.

After the development of an application in the general purpose test bed, we need to move the source files to the secondary host computer through the wired NFS. The secondary host computer is connected to the target gadget system which is the goal of the development project. It also has Linux platform for the host OS and manipulates the target gadget system as a root user via serial terminal. Source program modification, cross-compilation, and the downloading of binary file are performed as a non-root user, and the operation test of the developed binary files is performed as root user on the target gadget system. Using the separated dual host computers reduces many mistakes for the development of an application and makes easy to recover the environment of the target gadget system. The target gadget system can be operated by the standalone mode and it can communicate with the secondary host computer through the wireless network file system. We use the wireless USB WiFi interface for the gadget system to communicate with the host computer, since the target gadget
system we developed has no wired network interface.

To test an application for video and audio, we use the wireless LAN 802.11.g/54Mbps between the target gadget system and the general purpose test bed. On the target gadget system, we encode video and audio data in real time from an NTSC/PAL micro video camera and send the encoded data via the wireless LAN to the general purpose test bed. On the general purpose test bed, we decode and play in real time the video and audio data which are transferred from the target gadget system. Also, we can transfer the video and audio data between the gadget systems. The exchange of data communication can operate between client-server computers through the public network for an intelligent service of personal information.

Fig. 4 shows the general purpose embedded test bed. Fig. 5 shows the target gadget system boards we developed. Fig. 6 shows the operating target gadget system that four gadget boards are stacked. There are main processor module, power module, video/audio module, and interface module. An USB WiFi stick has been installed on the most upper interface gadget module. It provides 802.11g/54Mbps network interface.

Currently, we are developing GPS applications, video/audio applications, LCD screen applications, and micro-kernel applications for a new smaller gadget. The smaller gadget application system can be embedded in daily objects which provide new information oriented personal services.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this research, we have analyzed the architecture and the operation method of Linux which is one of the generalized operating system for an intelligent embedded system. We have illustrated an efficient environment configuration for the development of an embedded gadget system. The environment configuration has been used for the development of an intelligent gadget system. The gadget system under development has used an ARM9EJ-S processor core and Linux kernel 2.6.10 as a real-time operating system.

In the future, we will enhance and minimize the developed gadget system for implementing in daily objects,
and we will support applications to provide new information services based on personal needs.
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